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1. Introduction 
This paper studies the structure of a general initial segment [0, a] (a#O) of the 
upper semilattice R of r-e. degrees. In particular we address the question of what 
lattices may be embedded into all such segments. It turns out that some [0, a] may 
be very different from R since many lattices (and semilattices) embeddable into R 
are not embeddable into such [0, a]. The genera1 theme seems to be that for a 
‘sufficiently close to 0’, [0, a] is ‘much more’ distributive than is R. For example, 
we can show 
(1.1) Theorem. A countable modular lattice L is embeddable into all nontrivial 
initial segments of R iff L is distributive. 
Here the reader should recall that a lattice L is distributive if for all X, y, z E L, 
x v (y A z) = (x v y) A (x v z) and that a lattice L is called modular if whenever 
x my then x v (z A y) = (X v z) A y. All distributive lattices are modular. Fur- 
thermore the following elementary results are relevant here: a lattice L is 
modular iff the lattice N5 of Diagram 0 is not embeddable into L; and L is 
distributive iff both N5 and MS of Diagram 0 are not embeddable into L. 
Diagram 0 
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Part of the proof of Theorem (1.1) is a straightforward embedding result of 
Ambos-Spies [l] which we give in Section 2. 
(1.2) Theorem (Ambos-Spies [l]). All countable distributive lattices are embed- 
dable into all nontrivial initial segments of R. 
The difficult half of Theorem (1.1) is a very strong nonembedding result we 
prove in Section 3. This result actually gives quite a bit more. We need the 
following definition. 
(1.3) Definition. Let a,,, aI, a2 E R. We say a,,, a,, a2 form a critical triple if 
a, u a1 = a1 u a2, a, + a1 and Vc (c G ao, a2+ c s a,). 
For example, in Diagram 1, critical triples are identified in some typical 
lattices. 
Diagram 1 
The main result of the paper is 
(1.4) Theorem. There exists an r.e. degree a # 0 that bounds no critical triple. 
Indeed each nonzero r.e. degree has a predecessor with this property. 
Of course, Theorem (1.1) follows from (1.2) and (1.4) since M3 is embeddable 
in all modular nondistributive lattices. At this stage we would like to put on 
record the fact that we feel the converse of (1.4) holds, viz: 
(1.5) Conjecture. Zf L is a lattice that contains no critical triple, then L is 
embeddable below any nonzero r.e. degree. 
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It may even be possible to show that if L, is such a lattice, then L embeds into 
[a, b] for any a < b. It does seem quite probable that the density version of (1.1) 
will hold. We have proven the analogue of (1.2) in [4] extending an earlier result 
of Slaman [12]. Hence the analogue of Theorem (1.1) follows: A countable 
modular lattice L is embeddabLe into all ~o~triviffl i~tervul~ of R i@ L is 
distributive. 
We point out that all of the lattices in our examples above are embeddable into 
R (Lachlan [9], Ambos-Spies and Lerman [2]). We also feel that our results 
indicate that the highly nondistributive techniques of Harrington-Shelah-Slaman 
[7, 81 are unlikely to work for arbitrary [0, a]. 
Notation is standard and can be found in Soare [13]. We also follow the 
convention that he uses, where defined are monotone in argument and stage 
number. As usual all computations, etc. are bounded by s - 1 at stage s. Both of 
our arguments use ‘tree of strategy’ arguments. The argument of Section 3 uses 
the 0”‘-method presented in the manner of SlamanlSoare in Soare [13]. It is 
useful, but not essential if the reader is familiar with that account. 
2. Embeddings 
We establish (1.2) by proving 
(2.1) Theorem. The (cou~tabze) atorn~e~~ boolean algebra Q embeds into any 
nontrivial initial segment of R. 
Proof. Actually, our proof involves only a variation on the classical Lachlan- 
Lerman-Thomason embedding of Q into R preserving 0. Thus we don’t really 
discuss the strategies in details; rather we give the construction and refer the 
reader to Soare [13, Ch. IX] for further motivation. Let E be a given r.e. 
nonrecursive set with canonical enumeration U, Es. 
Let {ffiliao be any uniformly recursive sequence of recursive sets forming Q 
under U, rl and -, contains o and has 0 as its only finite member. We will 
construct r.e. sets Aj = U, Ai,s + E and define 
A,={(i,x):xEAjandiEa} for (YEQ. 
Here (Y will sometimes denote an infinite set and sometimes a corresponding 
index. 
This well-known representation trick gives deg(A,& = deg(A,) U deg(A,), 
LY c rtl + deg(A,) s deg(Ap) and d&A,,& s deg(A,), deg(A,). 
We build an additional set e +. E and for all e, a; /3 meet the requirements 
P(e,i): @e(Q) fAi, 
Nw,e): @,(A, @ Q) = @+.(A, Cl3 Q) = f total + f recursive in Au,-,@ @ Q. 
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As usual (see e.g. [13, Ch. IX, 021) this guarantees cu+deg(A,) is the desired 
isomorphism. For e = (a, /3, i), let 
As in the (tree version of the) minimal pair type argument of Lachlan- 
Lerman-Thomason, define the notion of o-stage by induction on Ih(a) for 
u E 2’” via 
(i) Every stage s is a &stage (where il denotes the empty string). 
(ii) If s is a t-stage and lb(t) = (cu, /3, i) = e, then if r(e, s) > max{t + 1: r is a 
TAO-stage and t <s}, then s is a TAO-stage. (Here 0 is a TAO-stage.) Otherwise s is 
a t^l-stage. 
We let CJ, denote the unique string y such that lb(y) = s and s is a y-stage. As 
usual let +_ denote lexicographic ordering with 0 <r 1. 
Now let 
Ue, 6 s)=max{x:(~y <~)(@&L;Y) =4,(y))}. 
We attempt to meet the requirements Pc,,ij by followers y. These will be of the 
form y(o, x, s) to indicate they have guess u (where Ih(a) = (e, i)) and have 
permitting number x. Such a follower can only be appointed at u-stages when all 
smaller followers are ‘realized’ (i.e. ready to be permitted). The definition of 
realized is deferred until later. 
Once realized y(u, x, s) will enter Ai,s only if E permits x at s. The difference 
between this construction and a minimal pair type of construction is that we must 
be able to enumerate y whenever E so permits, whereas in (e.g.) a minimal pair 
argument we must await a u-stage to so enumerate x. As we know (Lachlan [lo]) 
such waiting is a strong enough obstacle that in fact not all r.e. degrees bound 
minimal pairs. The additional trick we shall use will be a Q-marker q(y, s) tied to 
y which we shall use to allow Q to recover ‘both sides’ of a changed computation. 
(Similar ideas were used in [3].) 
The reader should note that in our construction to follow the definition of 
&O-stage above has the following consequence. Suppose y is a follower 
appointed at a &O-stage s. Suppose s^ is a &O-stage larger than s and ~“0 c a”0 
with lb(r) = e. Then l(e, i) > y. This will follow as we can only appoint s as a 
follower at stage s as we will see. Now we give the formal details. 
We say that Pce,i) requires attention at stage s + 1 if one of the following options 
holds. 
(2.2) There is a follower y =y(x, u, s) (say) of PC,,;) with Ih(u) = (e, i) for some 
u sL a, such that 
(i) E permits x at s, and 
(ii) y is realized at stage s. 
(2.3) Pfe+) has an unrealized follower y = y(x, a, s) with u c a, such that 
L(e, i, s) >y where lb(u) = (e, i) and (2.2) does not hold. 
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(2.4) Case (2.2) does not pertain and Pce,i) has no follower ~(0, u, s) for o c a, 
and lb(a) = (e, i). 
Construction, stage s + 1 
Step 1. Cancel all y = y(x, r, s) and q(y, s) for t&a,. 
Step 2. Find the least olL s < u such that for (e, i) = lb(a), P+ij requires 
attention via some (least) y(u, x, s) or u c a, and (2.4) pertains. Adopt the first 
case below to hold. 
Case 1: (2.2) holds. Set Ai,,+I =Ai,, U {y}, Q,,, = Q, U {q(y)} and cancel all 
numbers ay and all followers of the form y(z^, a, s) together with their 
Q-markers. 
Case 2: (2.3) holds. Declare y as realized. Cancel all numbers By. Appoint 
y(x + 1, a, s + 1) = s + 1 as a new follower of P~,,i) for guess u and set 
q(y(x, u, s), s + 1) = s + 1 too. 
Case 3: (2.4) holds. Appoint ~(0, a, s) = s + 1 as an unrealized follower of 
Pt,,ij at guess u and initialize all r +L u. q End of Construction 
Verification. The proof that each P (e,i) receives attention finitely often along the 
true path is rather straightforward so we only sketch the details. Let y denote the 
true path (i.e. y E [2’“] and y is defined inductively via h c y and if r c y, then 
~“0 iff there are infinitely many t”0-stages; otherwise ~“1 c y). Let u c y and 
suppose lb(u) = (e, i). F or an induction suppose s,, is a stage good for u in the 
sense that for stages t after stage so, usL a, and for all b s u, no followers with 
guess 6% act or are appointed. 
By initialization-when some PC, ;) receives attention-we can suppose PC,,,, 
has no followers with guess u at stage so. Now at the next u-stage after stage so, 
PC,,,, will get a follower y, = ~(0, u, s) which will be uncancellable. Clearly P~e,i) 
is now met unless (2.3) pertains to y,. Now when this occurs-say at stage so-we 
cancel all followers >yo and set y, = q(yo) = so. By our conventions note that 
yl = q(yo) = so e xceeds the use of Q&Q,,; yo) = Ai,,,( It is easy to see that in 
general we get a potentially infinite recursive sequence of uncancellable followers 
Yo, Y1 = 4(YO)> Y* = 4(Y1), . . . 
Each of these has the property that q(yk+*) > u(@,,,,+,(Q,,+,; y,J). By a standard 
permitting argument, as E is nonrecursive, E must permit some k above. Suppose 
this occurs at stage t >s~+~. Then by our cancellation procedure and since the 
way we appoint followers as stage numbers, we know 
@eAQt; yd = @e,<Q; yd = 0 f 1= Ai( 
Note that at the least u-stage tI > t, P ’ (e.i) wdl get an unrealizable follower t, and 
SO P~,,i) will be m e and never again receive attention. t 
Now we argue that all the N, are met. Let u c y with Ih(u) = e = ((Y, /3, i). Let 
so be a stage good for u as above. To see that N, is met we suppose 
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@(A, $ Q) = @+(B, CB Q) =f total, and so o”0 c y. Let z be given. To compute 
f(z) find the least a”0-stage t >s, such that l(e, t) >z. Now compute the least 
&O-stage Y > t such that 
(2.5) Q,M = (214 and Ann~&l = Ann&l. 
We claim that f(z) =fV(z). T o see this, we show by induction that for all s > Y 
(2.6) oneof ~i,s(A,,,~Qs;Z)=~j,v(A,,,~Qv;Z) or 
@ii,,@,, @ Q,; z) = @ii,v(A,s,. @ Q; z) holds. 
If (2.6) is to fail, then at some least &O-stages si >s2 2 v-with s2 the 
preceding &O-stage before s,-there must be two numbers y and ~7 which enter 
respectively the Am-side and the Ag-side below the s2 uses at stages r, and r, with 
s2 s r,, r2 < s1 respectively. The reason we can take s1 and s2 to be &O-stages is 
that-as with a minimal pair argument-if only one side changes between 
oh0-stages, then as the computations of both sides hold at &O-stages, we must 
get (2.6). We shall argue that this is impossible. 
First we claim that in fact two numbers must enter as followers between stages 
s1 and s2 (and so not as Q-markers). To see that this is the case, if a number is 
enumerated as a Q-marker it must enter Q. 
We claim that if q is a Q-marker with q entering Q,, and q s u(QZi,,(A,,, CI3 
Q,; z)) at any stage n >s 3 t for any &O-stage s, then q was already appointed at 
stage t. This will then contradict (2.5). 
The point is that if q is appointed at or after stage t, then q is appointed at a 
a”0-stage ti ss after stage t. (Else it would die at s.) Thus, by convention and 
definition of &O-stage, q = tl and exceeds both uses. It is easy to see that when q 
is appointed then for q = q(E), 9 is the largest follower defined at ti. Now if q 
enters it can only be at the same stage n as j. No follower it, can have entered 
A, or B, at any stage t2 with t1 s t2 c n lest it cancel 9 and q. Thus as q is still 
alive we see that q still exceeds both uses since the computations are unchanged 
since stage ti. The claim then follows. 
Thus we may take y and j to be followers. Note that by the same argument as 
above (cancellation and appointment at a”0-stages) we can see that both y and j 
must have been already appointed at stage t. Note that our assumption (2.5) on 
A a,-,S means that y #j and so without loss of generality y < j. Now both y and 9 
must be realized when they enter, as only realized followers enter A, or A,. 
Realization can only occur at &O-stages and hence both must be realized at stage 
s2. Now since the realization of y at stage r would have cancelled all followers 
g > y defined at stage r, it must have been the case that y was realized at stage t 
(since j is alive). It therefore follows (and this is the whole point) that q(y) c t 
and hence by (2.3, q(y) E Q iff q(y) E Qv. Thus y cannot enter A, or A, after 
stage v after all, and the claim (2.6) follows, concluding the proof of (2.1). 0 
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3. The main result 
(3.1) Theorem. There exists an r. e. degree a # 0 that bounds no critical triple. 
Proof. We build A = Us A, in stages, together with auxiliary r.e. sets Qe = 
l_l, Q,,, to meet the requirements 
P,: A# w,, 
R,: For j = 0, 1, 2, and k = 0,2, if &(A) = Wi, 
and @p,“(W,“+’ @ W,““) = W,” (of course, mod 3) then 
either Wz sT Wt or Q, c,. Wg, W$ and Vj ( Yj( W,!) # Q,). 
Here { %I,,, is a list of all functionals and (AZ, AL, AS, CD:, @z, W’,‘, W), Wf 
a list of all 84uples consisting of five functionals and three r.e. sets. 
We shall need some auxiliary functions. 
A’(e, S) = max{x : (Vy < x)[A’,,,(A,; y) = WL,,(y)]} for i = 0, 1, 2, 
Ue, i, s) = max{x : (VY <x)] K,,(~~,,(Y)) = QJY) 
& l(e, 8) > u(IY,,~(WL(Y)))I). 
and finally the A-controllable length of agreement 
> is 
I(e, s) = max{x : (Vz < x)(Vk E (0, 2})[ @&( Wf.:’ G3 W::‘; z)] = W,“,,(z) 
& (Vy)[y s u(@a.,(Wa.~’ 63 wt.:*; z))+ 
(Vj c 2)[Aj(e, s) > y]]}. 
For I(e, s) >X we similarly define the total use function u(x, e, S) so that if we 
preserve A,[u(x, e, s)], then we hold I(e, S) >x with the computations un- 
changed. Here we apply the usual conventions: if sZ,(B,; y) = W,,,(y) and we 
preserve B,[u(L&(B,; y))], then we don’t allow new numbers to enter WJy]. 
Of course in our construction this does no harm since we are only concerned with 
those Sz, B and W, for which Q(B) = W,. Also, we presume that-where 
defined-use functions are increasing both in argument and stage number, (if 
reset). The last convention saves considerably on notation. 
We shall meet P, by a standard Friedberg argument (on a tree) and don’t need 
to discuss this in detail. The key requirements are of course the R,. Before we 
give the details of the basic module we shall discuss the motivation for some of 
the new technical devices (such as layering) used in our construction. It is hoped 
that the reader can also better glean the basic ‘shape’ of the general construction 
by initially stripping away some of the more formal details. 
We first break R, into infinitely many subrequirements, each to be imple- 
mented in the full construction as n2 guessing nodes. The easiest subrequirements 
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are 
li,: for some j E (0, 1, 2) or k E {0,2} either 
&(A) # Wi, or @(W,k+’ 63 Wt+“) # Wf. 
To test i?, we need to see if I(e, s) + 00. We remark that as in the Slaman/Soare 
account of the 0”‘-method (Soare [13]), a node t devoted to A’, will be the top of 
‘links’ to the subrequirements R,,i below. 
If & fails to be met, we must build Q, + Wz, Wa and attempt to meet for all 
i E w the subrequirements 
K,i: %(wt) f Qe. 
Finally if for some least i, we fail to meet fi, and R,,i we must ensure that 
W’j!+ Wt. This will be the outcome if R,,i receives attention infinitely often, and 
we will say R,i has outcome g. 
The rough idea is this. Assume I(e, s) + m. We aim to ensure Yi(Wa) # Q, by 
followers x = x(e, i, s) and Q, + Ws, Wa by ‘permitting’. Strictly speaking 
permitting is certainly not accurate. But it will do as a first approximation which 
we will later modify. The actual reductions p(Wz) = W, and r’(Wa) = Q will 
have uses y’(x, e, s) and y2(x, e, s) respectively. Our first attempt is to pick a 
follower x targeted for Q, and wait till we see l(e, s) >x. (We call this a 
con$rmation stage.) When this occurs we cancel all followers y targeted for A 
with y >x (the reason for this becomes clear later) and restrain A on u(x, e, s) 
preserving the current e-computations. Our first ‘permitting’ attempt is to set 
y”(x, e, s) = x and y2(x, e, s) = iE2(e, s), and ask that x be allowed to enter Q, only 
if both Wz[x] and WE[n”(e, s)] change between e-expansionary stages (i.e. where 
I(e, s) > ml(e, s) = max{l(e, t) : t Cs}). 
Now, we don’t drop the restraint r(e, i, s) on A[u(x, e, s)] until we see a stage 
sr 3s where L(e, i, sl) >x. Clearly, should s1 not occur, we win (since 
K(Wb; Y) # Q=(Y) for some Y <x) with finite effect. Should we see s1 occur, we 
then open an (e, i)-gap by setting r(e, i, SJ = 0, potentially allowing A[u(x, e, s)] 
to change. Our main hope is that when we close our (e, i)-gap, nice enough 
conditions will have occurred to allow us to enumerate x into Qe in such a way as 
to create a preservable disagreement at x. As Qe + Wz, Wa is predicated on 
/(e, s)+ CQ only, we must close our (e, i)-gap at the next e-expansionary stage 
s2 > sr. Of course, if s2 does not occur we win &. When s2 occurs if none of the 
uses have changed we will need only re-impose restraint and pick a new follower. 
When s2 occurs the desirable conditions are: that Wz has permitted x, Ws has 
permitted y”(x, e, s) and furthermore 
Wt,s,[U( q,s,(Wf,s,; XIII = w3,&w,s,w~,s,~ x>)l, 
(After all we also need to know that at s2, L(e, i, s2) > x.) Should these conditions 
occur we enumerate x into Qe, and raise r(e, i, s2) = s2 to preserve the 
disagreement 0 = q(Wf; x) # Q,(x) = 1. 
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The reader should note that if Wz permits x then one of Wa or Wf must permit 
on A2(e, s) (as A2(e, s) > u(@‘&,(W:,,, @ Wa,,,; x)) = y(@z,,(Wa,, @ W?,,; x)), the 
last equality because A was restrained between stages s and si). Should we close 
our (e, i)-gap unsuccessfully, it will be convenient to reuse x as a follower of R,,i, 
although we will also need another follower y >x to attack with x simultaneously 
later. 
The rough idea is this: If R,,i fails we’d like to argue that for all followers x of 
R,,i whenever Wz permits on x it must be that-since good conditions don’t 
occur-either Wz doesn’t permit A2(e, s) = )L2(e, si) (and so W: does permit 
A2(e, s)) or Wa permits u( Y&(Wa,,; x)). As we will see below, this idea fails under 
multiple attacks, but we shall modify y”, y1 and define a Wf-use function 
p(x, e, i, s) (predicated on /(e, i, s) + m) SO that if R,,i fails then whenever Wz 
permits on X, Wa permits on p(x, e, i, s). In this way to compute W$] we only 
need compute an e-expansionary stage t where W.L[p(x, e, 6 t)l = 
W$+, e, i, t)]. 
The above is a general outline of the overall shape of the construction. We now 
discuss the problems associated with actual implementation of this general 
strategy. It is very important that the reader understand these problems, and our 
solution to them, as these features are at the heart of the construction. 
The problems all stem from the fact that our current approximations to use 
functions of T’(Wz) = rz(Wa) = Q, and r(Wi) = Wz are simply not sensitive 
enough for multiple attacks on R,,i via x. Recall that our current approximations 
are y”(x, 0, s) =x, y2(x, e, s) = y2(e, s) = y2(e, si) (by restraints on A) and 
p(x, e, i, s) = max{y2(x, e, s), ~4K,~,(Wf,~,;x))). 
The inadequacy of p can be seen as follows. We need to argue that if we ever 
see Wz and Wa permit respectively y” and y2 and Wa not permit p(x, e, i, t) we 
ought to win. Consider the situation as given in our outline. Suppose that at stage 
s2 we close our (e, i)-gap unsuccessfully but we see Wz permit x = y”(x, e, sl) and 
Wi permit y2(x, e, si) but Wa remain fixed. Now the use 2.4~~) of the compu- 
tation @,,,(W&, @ WS,,,; x) might be very much larger than it was at stage sl. 
Indeed perhaps u(s2) > max{y2(x, e, si), U( Yi,,,,(W,,,,; x))} and, for example, 
W&4 K,,,(Wl e,sl; x))] is unchanged. Note that as W&Jy’(x, e, sl)] is unchanged, 
we cannot change y2(x, e, s2) from y’(x, e, sl). The point of this is that at the 
closure of a subsequent (e, i)-gap - say at stage s3 > s2- we might see Wz[x] 
permit and W~[u(s2)] permit, but neither W?[y’(x, e, s2)] nor Wi[p(x, e, i, s2)] 
permit. Perhaps the relevant Wa-change occurs only on {z : y2(x, e, s2) <z s 
4s2))- 
This obviously creates a very serious problem since we have a situation with a 
Wz-, WZchange and no Wi-change - which should be a win - yet we can’t win 
because of an earlier unsuccessful attack at x (so we can’t ‘use’ the relevant Wz- 
change). 
Our solution to this problem is to define p(x, e, i, t) in such a way as to ensure 
that if we have a situation where Wz[x] permits and so Wa[n’(e, t)] permits then if 
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Wi doesn’t permit p(x, e, i, t) we will win on some follower y 5~ (although we 
may not win at x). To do this, we delay the definition of p(x, e, i, t) until a stage 
t is found where p(x, e, i, t) ‘covers’ a new follower. We do this as follows. In the 
situation above, the idea is that at stage s2 although we close the (e, i)-gap we 
don’t define p(x, e, i, SJ at all but appoint a new follower y > s2 (setting 
r(e, i, s2) = s2). 
We then wait until a stage s^i > s2 where L(e, i, 3) > y and onZy then define 
p(x, e, i, s^I) = p(y, e, i, 31) = max{y2(y, 6 JI>, u(lyi,Sj(we,i,;Y))l- 
The reader should realise that this delay in the definition of p is fine from R,,i’~ 
point of view as we only need p if Yi(Wa) = Qe so that L(e, i, s)+ 03. By 
monotonicity this specifically ensures that also 
p(x, e, i, 31) > max(u(s3, 4 K,i(wt?,,,; x))]. 
Note that this inequality follows as y2(y, e, s1i) = A2(e, il) 3 Z(e, s^J > u(sIi) = 
u(s2), the last equality by restraints. Now we open an (e. i)-gap at y (and x) as we 
did at stage sl. 
The crucial observation is that if we close our (e, i)-gap at stage J2 > s^i then if 
W’$x] changes, Wz[u(s2)] changes and Wa[p(x, e, i, fI)] does not, then it also 
must be that Wz[y] changes, Wz[y2(y, e, iI)] changes and Wf[p(y, e, i, iI)] does 
not. (The point is that y is in its ‘initial attack’ phase.) Hence we can cause a 
disagreement at y. Obviously if at S2 we have the same problem with y as we did 
with x we will delay both p(x, e, i, t) and p(y, e, i, t) for some z > y. It is essential 
to this process that such resetting occurs only finitely often. This is achieved by a 
cancellation process; essentially we cancel1 all followers z targeted for A with 
x < z < s^i when we set p(x, e, i, s^J and furthermore when we enumerate f into A 
we always cancel all numbers 4 targeted for A with 4 > f. (As usual these have 
lower priority.) The reader should note that this won’t cancel followers targeted 
for Q. 
(3.2) This cancellation process helps us in the following way. If we have an 
unsuccessful closure where no permissions occur, then there is no reason to, (and 
nor would we be able to) change y”, y2 and p. Thus the only reason we need to 
delay the definition of p as above is that some follower z with z s s1 entered A. 
Now the cancellation process at stage s^i means that there are now no followers 
left alive below s^r except those CS~ (that were already appointed at stage s1 as we 
will see). Thus again we have ensured that the only numbers that would cause a 
change in y”, y2 or p for x (or y) are those numbers G sl. This cancellation occurs 
each time we delay p, and hence we ensure p is delayed (and changed) at most s1 
times. 
The way other 4 requirements live with this is that there will be infinitely many 
‘no permission’ outcomes. In particular if at i2 there was no change we would 
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pick a follower q for 4 with q > &, and a follower z of R,,i with y < sla < q < z. 
(Here we suppose (e, i) <j.) Now when we see L(e, i, t) > z we don’t cancel q 
unless we are in a p(y, e, i, t)-delay situation. Diagram 2 might be helpful. 
wf,t 
I -f2(y.e.t)(correct) 
I 
I “(qw: t; Yl) I 
I 0Cx.e.i.t) 
I P(Y*e.',t) 
I f / I w:,t / 
I 
I I I w8.t 
x Y z 
Diagram 2 
Here we assume no change at s2, q least and u( Yi) > y’. Note that there are no 
followers alive between x and q. The lines between A, and Wa are meant to 
represent all the relevant reductions controlling WL. Note we don’t know where 
u( Yi(W,,,; x)) should lie, except that it must be inside p(x, e, i, t). 
Remember, the driving force in our construction is to ensure that whenever Wz 
and Wz permit y” and y* and Wa doesn’t permit p we win. The situation above 
deals with the possibility that y” and p get to change, but y* doesn’t. The other 
situation that must be dealt with is not being able to move p although we don’t 
win. With the current strategy, this can only occur if Wz[u] permits- where 
24 = 4EL,(wf,S, @ w:,,; x)) - resetting y*(x, e, sr) but both Wd[p(x, e, i, s,)] 
and W’$r] ( = Wz[y”( x, e, sl)] remain unchanged. (And so Wb[u] unchanged 
too.) Under this scenario y* might need to be very large when it is reset 
(necessarily) at stage s 2. Of course this creates no problem at stage s2 as this is an 
unsuccessful closure. This creates a problem in the future since Wi cannot 
comprehend (via p) this y* change. That is, again at some stage s3 >s2 we might 
close another (e, Q-gap. But now we might see W$] change, but Wz[y*(x, e, s2)] 
not change (perhaps Wa only changes on {z :li 5 z > u} where li = 
4@~,~,(~:.,, @ W:,,,; x)). N ow in this case we need some progress on ‘W, + Wa’ 
so it is desirable for Wi to know (via p(x, e, i, sz)) that Wz[x] has changed. The 
trouble is that in this situation perhaps Wi[p(x, e, i, s2)] is unchanged. 
Our solution to this last problem is to use a process we call layering. The first 
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observation we need make is this: at stage s2 if there were no followers 
.z < u(x, e, s2) left alive targeted for A this problem can’t occur since the Wz[x] 
computation is final. (As As,[u(x, e, s2)] = A(u(x, e, s2)].) Now, again if we see 
this situation (i.e. a bad unsuccessful closure) occurs, we will cancel all new 
followers (since sr) so the comment above pertains if at stage s1 there was only 
one follower 6 x targeted for A. Suppose there are only two followers zl < z2 G x 
(and so only two G u(x, e, sr) by cancellation when we set y” and y’). In this case 
we really are in trouble. Between stages s1 and s2, 2, may enter A, killing y2. 
Then between stages s2 and s3 above z1 may enter A putting us in the no win 
situation. 
Our idea is to add one further layer to y” and y1 to cope with zr. That is, we 
don’t define y” and y2 until we see a stage s where not only is I(e, s) >x but also 
f(e, s) > u(x, e, s). Then as before we cancel all followers >x targeted for A, to 
get the situation in Diagram 3. 
5 =2 u(x,e.s) u(u(x,e,s),e.s) s 
I I 
I I 
A 
I I 
x u(x,e,s) 
Diagram 3 
We freeze this by setting (again) r(e, i, s) = s but now the twist is to set 
y” = A”(x, s) and y2 = 3c2 e s ( , ). And at the stage s, where L(e, i, sJ > x we set 
p(x, e, 6 SI) = max{U(~i,s,(Wf,s,; x)), y(‘(x, e, s,), y2(x, e, s,)}. The point of this 
procedure is this. Suppose at stage s2 we get our bad outcome: that Wz[y”] and 
W&I] both don’t change but Wa[y”] does. The only way this can occur is for 
Wz[y”] to change only on the ‘outer layer’. That is W: can only change on 
{y : ~‘(4 e, s) sy > u = u(@(W),, Cl3 XL; x))}, 
since if Wz changes below u then Wz G3 Wb must change below il’(e, s). As Wl[p] 
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is unchanged this can only mean that Wz[n”(e, s)] changes, contradiction. Hence 
we get to reset y* but not p, but know that the ‘inner layer’ Wa Cl3 Wa[u] is 
unchanged. At stage s2 we cancel all followers y targeted for A with zr < y < sz. 
Therefore, we know that there is only one more possible change to W$] (caused 
by zr). The whole point is that if at some gap s3 > s2, Wz,,,[x] changes, it must 
cause a change in Wf[u] or W:[u] and hence in either Wi[p(e, s, i, s2)] or 
Wz[y’(x, e, s2)]. Therefore, by the same argument as we had-for only one 
possible injury instead of two- we can see Wz sT Wf if the attack is 
unsuccessful. 
In general the idea is to make sure that there are more layers in the uses 
y’(x, e, s) and y*(x, e, s) than there are possible injuries to these layers. We can 
do this by our cancellation procedures at bad closures and since we know that x 
layers will suffice. (The point is that this sort of injury only strips one layer per 
gap.) 
In summary, at the close of an (e, i)-gap at stage s1 if it is unsuccessful it is not 
the case that W’$y”] and Wzy’] change but W&I] doesn’t. If Wz and Wa change 
so that Wf also changes, we can reset all of y”, y* and p. If Wi, changes and Wi,+” 
doesn’t change for j E {0,2} and also Wa changes, we can reset p to some 
p(y, e, i, t) for some y >x. This comment also applies only if p changes, that is if 
only Wi changes. 
Finally if only one WL for i E (0, 2) changes and Wf doesn’t, changes must 
occur only on the outermost live layer. We only get to reset yi but are safe in the 
knowledge that we have more layers than injuries. This is all formalised in the 
basic module below. 
The basic module. Implement the following steps. 
Step 1. Pick an initial follower x0 = x(e, 0, so) = (e, so) or inductively some 
follower xi = (e, so) at stage so. (In the a-module ‘e’ will be replaced by a string 
u from the priority tree.) 
Step 2. At the first stage s > so where we see f+(e, s) > xi cancel all followers y 
targeted for A with y > xi. Set r(e, i, s) = s. Here we define I+(e, s) inductively via 
I’+(e, s) = max{z : l(e, s) > uq(z, e, s)}, where 
(3.3) 
( 
u”(z, e, s) = u(z, e, s), and for 
I(e, s) > ui(z, e, s) we define 
ui+r(z, e, s) = u(uI’(z, e, s), e, s)). 
This creates a barrier with >xj layers. NOW define f‘(Xj, e, S) = Ak(Xj, e, S) for 
k = 0, 2. Put the basic module in state w (for ‘wait’). 
Step 3. If Xi is the largest follower of R,,i and L(e, i, sl) > Xj for some least s1 > s 
then to each xk for k sj with p(xp, e, i, s1 - 1) undefined assign p(xk, e, i, sl) = 
max{A*(e, s,), )r’(e, sr)}. If P(Xj_1, e, i, SI - 1) is undefined, cancel all followers y 
targeted for A with y >xj-r. Now open an (e, i)-gap by setting r(e, i, sl) = 0, and 
(so) put the basic module into stage g. 
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Step 4. At the least stage s2 >sl where I(e, s2) > mf(e, s2) and I+(e, s2) > Xi 
close the (e, i)-gap by setting r(e, i, s2) = s 2. Adopt the first case below to pertain 
Case 1 (successful closure). For some k s j, W&[y”(xk, e, sl)] # Wz,,,[y”(xk, 
e, sdl and W’&2]~2(xk, e si)l# Wk,]y2(xk, e, 41 but W~,&(G, e, 6 si)l= 
W&[&k, eJ i, ~4. 
Action. Set Q,,,,+i = Q_ U {xk}. Put the basic module into state f (for 
‘finish’). 
Case 2 (unsuccessful closure). Otherwise. This is outcome g and is where we 
possibly have appointed new followers to 4 for j > (e, i) before we appoint 
followers to R<e,i). (More on the coherence later.) For each k s j adopt the first 
case to pertain. 
For convenience, set yq(xk)= yq(xk, e, si) for q E {0,2} and p(q)= 
P(G, e, 6 4. 
Case 2(a). WL]Y~(X~)I = W,JY~(X~)I for q e {0,2] and W~,,,[P(G)] = 
W~,Sl[P(~k)l~ 
Action. No change. 
Case 2(b). W,JY~(~I = W,JY~(-G)I f or at least one of q = 0 or q = 2 but 
wr,s*]P(xk)l# IG,]P(~k)l. 
Action. If W&Jyq(xk)] h as changed, then set yq(xk, e, s2) = Aq(e, s2). Declare 
p(xk, e, i, s2) as undefined (pending for the new follower Xj+i) unless there is 
some follower XL for k > k to which case 2(c) below pertains. In that case we set 
p(xk, e, i, s2) = p(xr, e, i, s2) for the least such &. In any case cancel all followers 
y targeted for A with y >xk. 
CU.%? 2(c). w&z[Yq(xk)l f w&[Yq(xk)l f or both q=O and q=2 and 
w~,&(~k)l f wi,sl[(xk)l but L(e, 6 82) ‘xk- 
Action. Set Y’(xk, e7 82) = Aq(e9 s2) and p(xk, e, 6 s2) = m=lA2(e? sl), 
h’(e, sl)}. Cancel all followers y targeted for A with y >xk. 
Case 2(d). As in case 2(c) but L(e, i, s2) #xk. 
Action. Set yq(xk, e, s2) = Aq(e, s2) but p(&, e, i, s2) is declared undefined 
(pending xi+J. Cancel as in case 2(c). 
Case 2(e). For some q =0 or q = 2, W~,sz[yq(Xk)]#W~,,,[yq(Xk)] but 
W:,&2[yq+2(xk)] = w:,:,2:[Yq+2(xk)l and case 2(b) did not pertain so that 
Wt,s,b(xk)l = wf,s,b(xk)l- 
Action. Set yq(&, e, s2) = )Lq(e, s2) for this q. Cancel as in case 2(c). This case 
involves ‘layer injury’. 
(3.4) Remark. The reader should note that in the construction to follow, 4 (for 
j > (e, i)) cooperates with R, by assigning followers during the gap. However, 
these new followers will be cancelled should any case except 2(a) pertain. The 
point is that if g is the correct outcome, case 2(a) pertains infinitely often due to 
our cancellation process we described earlier (as we shall see). If case 2(a) does 
not pertain, the R,,i module only has finite effect. (More on this later.) The 
remaining details in the full construction contain no surprises and fit into the 
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0”‘-framework of Slaman/Soare in Soare [13]. We expect readers familiar with 
this (or similar) accounts may wish to supply them for themselves. For 
completeness, we give some formal details below. 
(3.5) The priority tree. Let A = {f, g, w} and order A by f <,,g <,, w. Define the 
priority tree T as the collection of all strings u with u E {f, g, w, 0, l}* such that if 
j-l(mod3) o r j = 0 (mod 3) then u(j) E (0, l}. Otherwise u(j) E {f, g, w}. For 
a, r E T let u G r denote u being an initial segment of t. Let sL be lexicographic 
ordering. Thus u G,_Z means either u c_ r or (gy)[(y”O c u & ~“1 E r) v [y”f c 
u&(y”g~zvy”wst)]v(y”gsu&y”w~z)]. We refer to a, JET as guesses. 
For a guess a, let lb(a) denote the length of u. If lb(u) = 0 (mod 3), then u is 
devoted to solving 2, where lb(u) = 3e. If lb(u) = 3e + 1, then u is devoted to 
solving P,. Finally if lb(u) =2 (mod 3), then u is devoted to some & as 
determined by the list below. 
(3.6) The list and priority assignments. We assign priorities by induction on 
lb(u) then on sL. We shall have two partial functions e and i which map T + w 
and a list L below. We regard (,) as having e < (e, j) for all j. Let n = lh( cz). 
n = 0. Define, as above, e(n) = 0 and set L(A) = w. 
n > 1. Let LY = u”k for k E AU (1, 0} and assume L(u) defined. 
Case 1: lb(u) = 3e. Define e(u) = e and adopt the first subcase below. 
Subcase (i): k = 0. L(a) = L(u). 
Subcase (ii): k = 1. L(a) = L(u) - {(e(u), j) :j E o}. 
Case 2: lb(u) = 3e + 1. Let L(a) = L(u), and define (e(u), i(u)) = pz (z E 
L(u))* 
Case 3: lb(u) = 3e + 2. Define e(u) = e + 1. Adopt the first case below to 
pertain. 
Subcase (i): k = f or k = w. Set L(a) = L(u) - {(e(u), i(u))}. 
Subcase (ii): k =g. Set L(a) = L(u) - {(e(u), j) :j E o}. 
This concludes the priority assignment. 
(3.7) The regions. Fix LYE T with lh(cu) ~2 (mod3) so that (e(a), i(u)) is 
defined, and (Y is devoted to solving R,(,),i(,). Define the top of the e(m)-region 
containing d, z(a) via 
t(a) = (pu c cY)(lh(u) = 0 (mod 3) &e(u) = e(u)). 
With this, define the e-region containing LY as 
E(cr, e) = {a: u E T & z(a) c a}. 
For guesses u E T with lb(u) = 2 (mod 3) there will be followers denoted by 
x(u, j, s) for j E o. If the outcome is g (so that u”g is on the true path), then 
lim, x((Y, j, s) = x((Y, j) exists and will be recursive. P, will have followers with 
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various guesses. If e(cu) = e, then a follower of P, at guess a (i.e. a follower of P,) 
is denoted by y((~, s). If lb(a) = 2 (mod 3), we will define a restraint r((~, s), and 
a use p(x, (Y, s) (= p(x, e, i, s) at a) for x = X(LY, j, s) and also for either n = cr or 
n = t(a) we simultaneously define f(x, n, s) for p = 0, 2. These are the guessed 
versions of the uses of the basic module. To initialize node (Y at stage s we mean, 
as usual, to cancel all followers, restraints etc. associated with (Y, reset the current 
state of the a-module at node (Y (denoted by F(q s)) to F(cu, s) = w if 
lh(cu) = 2 (mod 3), cancel Q, (if defined) to Qa = 0 and cancel any links (to be 
defined) with top or bottom (Y. 
(3.8) Definition. LA (Y E T. 
(i) We say s + 1 is an a-stage if (Y c a,,, where us+i is to be defined later. In 
addition 0 is an a-stage. 
(ii) We say s + 1 is a genuine a-stage if a(& s + 1) = (Y for some substage t of 
stage s + 1. We let G” denote the collection of genuine a-stages. 
(iii) Suppose lb(a) = 0 (mod 3) with lb(a) = 3e so e =e(a). We say that a 
stage q is a-expansionary if q = 0 or q = s + 1 where 
(a) s + 1 is a genuine a-stage, 
(b) Z(e, q) > max{l(e, 8) : 4 is an cu-expansionary stage and 4 < q}, and 
(c) For all followers x of the form x = x(y, j, 4 - 1) with y =I (Y, @ < q and 
t(y) = a; fx(e, q) >x (where P(e, q) is defined as in (3.3)). 
(iv) Suppose that lh(cu) = 3e + 1. We say that cx requires attention at substage t 
of stage s + 1 (which we write as stage (t, s + 1)) if W,,, n A, = 0 and one of the 
following options holds: 
(a) a(t, s + 1) = (Y and y ( CX, s) is undefined, 
(b) a(& s + 1) = cx and y(cu, s) E W,,,. 
(v) Suppose that lh(cu) = 2 (mod 3). Let e = e(cu) and i = i(w). We say that a 
stage q is cr-expansionary if q = 0 or q = s + 1 and 
(a) s + 1 is a genuine a-stage, 
(b) l(e, i, q) > max{l(e, i, 4) : 4 is an a-expansionary stage < q}. 
(c) For all followers X(CY, i, s) currently defined, L(e, i, q) >~(a, i, s). 
(vi) Suppose that lb(a) = 2 (mod 3). We say that CY requires attention at stage 
s + 1 if s + 1 is a genuine a-stage and cx has no follower (i.e. X(CX, 0, s) is 
undefined). 
(3.9) The Construction 
Stage 0. Initialize all (Y E T. Define a0 = A. 
Stage s + 1. The value of a parameter p # u at stage (t, s + 1) is denoted by pt. 
Substage t = 0. Define ~$0, s + 1) = 3L. 
Substage t + 1. We are given a(& s + 1) and for all (Y E T with 
lh(cu) = 2 (mod 3), li;((~) = F,(cr, s + l), with F;(a) E {w, g, f}. Adopt the first case 
below to pertain. Let (Y = u(t, s + 1). 
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Case 1: lb(a) = 0 (mod 3). 
Subcase 1: Stage s + 1 is not cY-expansionary. Define a(t + 1, s + 1) = a”1. 
Go to stage (t + 2, s + 1) unless t = s. If t =s, set a,,, = a(t + 1, s + 1) and 
initialize all t $L a,,, and go to stage s + 2. 
Subcase 2: Stage s + 1 is cu-expansionary and there is no link ((Y, p) defined 
at stage (t, s + 1). In this case define a(t + 1, s + 1) = cu”0. Go to stage (t + 1, 
s + 1) unless t = s. If t = s, set a,,, = a(t + 1, s + 1) and initialize all r $L a,,, and 
go to stage s + 2. 
Subcme 3: Stage s + 1 is a-expansionary and there is a link ((u, p) defined at 
stage (t, s + 1). In this case define a(t + 1, s + 1) = p. (It won’t be that t =s.) Go 
to stage (t + 2, s + 1). 
Case 2: lb(a) = 1 (mod 3). Adopt the first case below to pertain. 
Subcase 1: a! does not require attention. Set a(t + 1, s + 1) = cu”0 and go to 
stage (t + 2, s + 1) unless t = s, in which case set u,+r = (~“0, initialize all 
t +,_ a,,, and go to stage s + 2. 
Subcuse 2: (Y requires attention. If y( cu, s) is not defined, set y (a; s + 1) = 
(a; s + 1) and u(t + 1, s + 1) = (~“1. If y(cu, s + 1) defined (so that (3.8)(iv)(b) 
holds) enumerate y(cu, s) into A,,, -A,, and define u(t + 1, s + 1) = a”O. In 
either case set u,+~ = u(t + 1, s + l), initialize all t &_ a,,, and go to stage s + 2. 
Case 3: lh(cu) = 2 (mod3). Let e = e(cr) and i = i(a). Adopt the first subcase 
to pertain. 
Subcase 1: F,(cw, s + 1) =J Define u(t + 1, s + l)= cr^J (It is not possible 
that t = s here.) Go to stage (t + 2, s + 1). 
Subcase 2: &(a, s + 1) = w and IY requires attention. Define x(a; 0, s + 1) = 
((u,s+l) and~,+~ = u(t + 1, s + 1) = CY”W. Initialize all y & u,+i. Create a link 
(t(a), a). Keep F(cu, s + 1) = w. Go to stage s + 2. 
Subcase 3: F,(cu, s + 1) = w and we have just travelled a link (t, Q) (and 
hence u(t - 1, s + 1) = r = r(a)). Let x = x((Y, j, s) be the largest defined follower 
of (Y. Define y”(x, (Y, s + 1) = A’(e, s + 1) for k = 0, 2, T((Y, s + 1) = s + 1 and 
cancel all followers y targeted for A with y >x. Let u,+~ = u(t + 1, s + 1) = LY”W. 
Now for all nodes y with u,+~ c,_ y but a,,, 4 y, initialize y. (Note that this is a 
different cancellation procedure than in the other cases.) Remove the link (t, LY) 
and go to stage s + 2. 
Subcase 4: &(a, s + 1) = W, a does not require attention, subcase 3 did not 
pertain and s + 1 is not a-expansionary. Define u(t+ 1, s + 1) = (Y”w, 
F,+i(cu, s + 1) = w and go to stage (t + 2, s + 1). 
Subcase 5: F,(a, s + 1) = w and none of the above pertain (so that s + 1 is 
a-expansionary). Define u(t + 1, s + 1) = a*g and open an a-gap. Create a link 
(r(a), cu). Set r(a, s + 1) = 0. Let x = x((u, j, s) be the largest defined follower of 
(Y. For each i <i with p(x(a; j, s), cu, s) undefined define 
p(x(a, j, s), a; s + 1) = p(x, cu, s + 1) = max{A2(e, s + l), Ill(e, s + 1)). 
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(Compare with step 3 (of the basic module).) Go to substep t + 2, setting 
I;;,l(a; s + I) = g. 
Subcase 6: &(a, s + 1) = g. (This will mean that we have just travelled a link 
(r, (u).) Define T((Y, s + 1) = (a, s + 1) and close the a-gap. Remove the link 
(r, a) unless case 2 pertains. Let s^ be the stage where the a-gap was opened. 
Adopt the first subcase below which pertains for each currently defined follower 
& = X((u, k, S). 
Case 1 (successful closure). Wf,s+l[yp(xk, a, s^)] # W$,j[y’(xk, a, s^)] for p = 0, 
2 but Wf,s+l[P(Xk, a, s^)] = wd&(Xk, ‘% s^)]- 
Acth. Set Q-ccnj,s+l = Qs(+ U {ix&}. Cancel all followers x(a; k, s) for f # k, 
define o(t + 1, s + 1) = a”f = a,,, and F(a, s + 1) =J Initialize all Y+Lus+l. Go 
to stage s + 2. 
Case 2 (unsuccessful closure). Otherwise. For q E {0,2} if W&+l[yq(~k)]# 
wz&‘(Xk)] (where Yq(xk) = Y4( xkt (Y, s”) and similarly P&k)) define yq(xk, (Y, s + 
1) = Aq(e, s + 1). For any such k cancel all followers y targeted for A with y >xk. 
Now, in any case, find a large fresh number z exceeding all previously seen 
numbers. Without loss (by delay if necessary) we may suppose z = ((Y, s + 1). 
Let j be largest with x(cu, j, s) defined. Define x((t; j + 1, s + 1) = (a, s + 1). 
Note that we keep the link (r, (Y) where r = r(a). Define u,+~ = a”w and 
initialize all y with a,,, +y and a,,, 4 y. (Again this is not the same 
initialization as for a successful closure.) Now adopt the first case below to pertain 
(for each k), and then go to stage s + 2. 
Case 2(a). For 4 E K42], w:,s+l[Yq(xk)] = w:,dyq(Xk)] and w:,,+l[p(Xk)] = 
Wt,ddXk)]- 
Action. Do nothing (else). 
Case 2(b). w&+i[Yq(&)] = w$[Y’(xk)] for at least one q E {0,2} but 
w:,s+lb(Xk)] + wf,ddxk)]- 
Action. Declare p(xk, a, s + 1) as undefined pending xj+i unless there is some 
follower xk for & > k where case 2(c) below pertains. In this latter case set 
&k, (Y, s + 1) = p(x,& a’, s + 1) for the least such k. 
Case 2(c). w&+l[yq(Xk)] # wb[yq(Xk)] for q E (0, 2). wi,s+l[dXk)] # 
w;,&(Xk)] and L(e, i, s + 1) >&. 
Action. Set p(xk, e, i, s + 1) = max{A2(e, s + l), A’(e, s + 1)). 
Case 2(d). As in case 2(c) but L(e, i, s + 1) #xk. 
Action. Declare &&, e, i, s + 1) as undefined (pending Xj+,). 
Case 2(e). For some q =0 or q = 2, w&+i[Y’(&)] # w$[Y’(&)] but 
W~,~:,[yq+2(xk)] = Wz,$“[y”+“(xk)] and case 2(b) did not pertain (so 
Wf,s+lb(Xk)] = w:,,[p(Xk)]* 
Action. Do nothing (else). 
Remark. The reader should note that cases 2(a) and 2(e) differ in that in case 
2(a) followers y >xk targeted for A are not cancelled (as no yq is reset); yet in 
case 2(e) yq(xk, a; s + 1) is reset to 3Lq(e, s + 1) and so followers are 
cancelled. Cl End of Construction 
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(3.10) Verification. We shall use the following technical lemma whose proof is an 
easy induction on the construction, which we leave to the reader. We use it 
implicitly. 
(3.11) Lemma. (i) Zf (r, (u) is a link, then Ly 3 thO, e(a) = e(t), z = z(a), 
lh( (Y) = 2 (mod 3) and lh( r) = 0 (mod 3). 
(ii) For all LY 3 z iflh(a) =O (mod 3), then e(a) Be(r). 
(iii) There is at most one link (t, a) with bottom (Y or top z existing at the end of 
any substage. 
(iv) Any link (z, a) may be travelled at most twice before it is removed. 
Furthermore, if (z, a) is a link travelled at stage s and (z, a) exists at the end of 
stage s, then s is an unsuccessful closure of an a-gap. In this case, the link (t, (u) 
will be removed at the next z-expansionary stage s^ (if s^ exists). 
(v) Suppose that (tl, o1) and (z,, LY;?) are links both existing at the end of stage 
s. Suppose that (z,, rx2) is created at stage s, but (t,, (Y,) already exists at stage s. 
Then s is not z,-expansionary, ~~“0 + z2 but either z, sL t2 or t2 E z,. In either 
case, if (zl, cyI) is travelled at some stage t > s, then either (z,, a2) is cancelled at 
stage t or (z2, LY;) has been removed at stage t. Finally, if z2 is not initialized at 
stage t, then z2 c tI and hence e(z,) < e(zJ. 
(vi) Suppose that (tI, aI) and (t2, a2) are links existing at the end of stage s 
with tI E z2 (so that e(z,) < e(t2)). Then, if (q, a2) is created at stage s2 and 
(z, , al) at stage sl, we have s1 G s2. Furthermore (t, , a,) must be removed before 
(r*, 4. 
Let /3 denote the leftmost path. That is, the leftmost p E [T] such that for all 
strings o E T if o=$ p and o $ /3 then there are only finitely many stages where 
o s a,. The following (fairly routine) lemma establishes that /3 is ‘genuine’. 
(3.12) Lemma. Fix n and cx c p with lb(a) = n. Then 
(i) 3-s (cu E a,). 
(ii) IGal = m. 
(iii) Zf lh( a) = 1 (mod 3), then CY receives attention only finitely often. 
(iv) (Vy c (u) Zf lb(y) = 0 (mod 3) and ~“0 c p, then every link with top y is 
removed and there are infinitely many genuine y-stages where there are no links 
with top y. 
Proof. All except (iv) clearly hold for n = 0. To see (iv) if 0 c 6 then there are 
infinitely many O-expansionary stages. Suppose (A, p) is any link at stage t, say. 
At the next O-expansionary stage s if (A, p) is not yet cancelled, it must be travelled 
and thus ~(1, s) = p. Let s^ be the stage where the link was created. Then at s^ case 
3 pertained to p via one of subcase 2, subcase 5 or subcase 6 held for p. If subcase 
2 or 6 pertained, then the link is removed at stage s. 
If subcase 5 pertained then subcase 6 now pertains to p. Thus by the next 
O-expansionary stage exceeding s we will have removed (A, p) if it is not removed 
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at stage S. Note that the next A-stage will (be genuine) and there will be no links 
with top A. 
Now suppose the lemma for n 2 0 and let y c /I with lb(y) = it. Let (Y = y”q 
for (Y c /3. Let si be a stage such that for all s > or: 
(a) oS SL (Y implies a, c a. 
(b) If lb(P) = 1 (mod 3) and 7 E y, then p does not receive attention at stage S. 
(c) If lb(P) = 2 (mod 3) and p”f c y, then p does not receive attention at 
stage S. 
(d) If q = 1 and lb(y) = 0 (mod 3), then s is not y-expansionary. 
(e) If 4 = w and lb(y) = 2 (mod 3), then s is not y-expansionary. 
(f) If q =f and lb(y) = 2 (mod 3), then y does not require attention at stage S. 
Now suppose the lemma for all p c y. To see (ii) and (iv) let s2 > s1 be any 
stage. By hypothesis, there is a genuine y-stage s3 > s2 say y = a(& sg). Now if sg 
is not a genuine a-stage there are only two possibilities: either a,, = y or there is 
a link (y, p). In the second case if (y, p) is not removed or cancelled at stage sg, 
then it will be at stage $ > s3, the least genuine y-stage after s3, by the same 
reasoning as we used for A. In any case it follows that at the first genuine 
(Y = y^O-stage xceeding s3 there must be no link with top y and this will be a 
genuine (Y stage. Thus we get (ii) and (iv). 
Finally to get (i) we need only establish (iii), since the only possible way /3 
might not be infinite is if some (Y receives attention infinitely often for 
lb(a) = 1 (mod 3). Th us suppose lh(cr) = 1 (mod 3). Now the only way (Y might 
need attention infinitely often is if its follower keeps getting cancelled. Cancella- 
tion of such a follower y only happens if, for some y c y with lb(P) = 2 (mod 3), 
at the close of a P-gap we have seen F(x, y, S) (p E (0, 2)) or p(x, 9, S) need 
changing, for x my. By choice of s1 and initialization of (Y when some &c LY 
receives attention we might as well suppose that (Y has no follower at stage sl. 
Furthermore we may suppose (by (iv)) a stage s3 such that for every link (t, q) 
with n c (Y or t t CY that existed at stage s,, there has been a stage s2 = ~(t, q) < 
s3 where (t, q) has been removed. By cancellation we can suppose that LY has no 
follower at stage s3. Now at the least genuine a-stage after s3, LY gets a follower 
y = Y (a, s3). 
We claim that y cannot be cancelled. The only way y could be cancelled is if for 
some pAg c CY and follower x < y we have seen yp(x, p, s3) or p(x, p, s3) need 
changing at the stage s,>s3 where the P-gap is closed. However by choice of sR 
and induction the only followers z < s3 left alive and targeted for A at stage s3 are 
followers of & 5 (Y, which will never enter A. 
It follows that at stage s4, case 3, subcase 6, case 2(b) pertains to x and p. This 
case specifically protects y from cancellation since no x-computations have 
changed since stage s3. This gives the claim. Therefore (Y can receive attention at 
most once more (meeting P,(,,) and this gives the lemma. •i 
(3.13) Lemma. Let a c /3 with lh(cu) = 1 (mod 3) and let y be a follower of CY 
where y = lim, y( CY, s) (i.e. the last follower of (Y appointed at stage s, , say, 
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assuming W,,,, fl A,, = 8). Then 
(i) (Vs E G”)[s >sl+y >?(a, s)] where ?(a, s) = max{r(y, s): y<r(~}, and 
(ii) hence PeCd is met. 
Proof. At stage sl, y = ( CY, sr) and so y exceeds all i(cu, si) by convention. It 
suffices to claim that i( cu, si) = ?(a; s) for all s > s1 with s E GS Indeed we claim 
that for all y<r cr, r(y, si) = r(y, s) for such s. If r( y, si) # r( y, s), then it can 
only be that y”w or y”f s (Y. In the first case, r(y, s) would only be reset after a 
y”g-stage s^ and this would cancel y since s^ > s1 and y”g -$_ cx with y”g $ (Y. In 
the second case if r( y, s) # r( y, sl) it must be that y receives attention at stage s. 
Thus in this case too we cancel y. Thus these cases can’t occur and so 
r(y, si) = r(y, s). This gives (i) and (ii) follows by the usual argument. 0 
(3.14) Lemma. Suppose a c /3 with lh(cy) = 0 (mod 3) and CY’~ c /3. Then one of 
the fobwing holds for sume j E (0, 1, 2) or k E (0, 2) : 
Proof. Lim{l(e(a), s) : s E G “} < ~0, hence one of the inequalities above must 
hold. 0 
Similarly we see that 
(3.15) Lemma. Suppose that a c p with lb(a) = 2 (mod 3) and CY”W c j3. Then 
Iv,,a,(W&aJ + Qr,cxp 
Also we need that 
(3.16) Lemma. Suppose (YC p with lb(a) = 0 (mod 3) and a”0 c /3. Then Q,sT 
w:,*,, W&Y,. 
Proof. Q, is the collection of x( y, i, s) =x(y) enumerated at the successful 
closure of y-gap where (Y = r(y). Note that all y-gaps opened are eventually 
closed or cancelled. This follows by (3.12). At the successful closure, we must 
have Wp .C,,[yp(x, a, s)] changing for p = 0, 2 and furthermore yp is reset only if 
w:, m) changes. 
This means that it suffices to show that yP(x, CY, s) can be reset at most finitely 
often for p E (0, 2). However f(x, CY, s) is only reset at the unsuccessful closure 
of an a-gap, and case 2 of subcase 6 pertains. When this pertains at stage s, 
say, we cancel all followers y > x targeted for A and raise r(a, s) = s until the 
next gap. Such changes are therefore caused only by numbers <X entering A. 
As we discussed in the basic module: since the restraint protects these 
computations, and followers appointed after stage s must exceed s (see (3.2)), for 
this point it follows that yp can be reset at most x times, giving the lemma. •I 
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(3.17) Lemma (Truth of outcome). Suppose (Y c /3 with lh(cw) = 2 (mod 3) and 
CPU C /3. 
(i) Zf a =f, then ‘Y,&%,,) f Q,w 
(ii) Zf Q = g, then Wz,,, + W&,,. 
Proof. (i) Let s1 be a stage as in (3.12). Then if a =f some follower xk is 
enumerated into Q,, at some stage s to create a disagreement and r((~, s) = s. 
By choice of si this restraint is not violated. 
(ii) Suppose that a = g and let s1 be the relevant stage which is good for cy as in 
(3.12). We show how to compute arbitrarily long initial segments of WE,,,. Note 
that choice of s1 means that after stage sl, (Y cannot be initialized. Moreover, at 
the close of every unsuccessful a-gap, (Y gets a new follower hence xk = 
lim, ~(a; k, s) exists. Indeed, if s >sl and x((Y, k, s) is defined at stage s, then 
_~(a; k, s) = xk. Now we reason virtually exactly as for the basic module and we 
simply sketch to compute W$,,[z]. Find a stage s2 >si where x = xk > z is 
appointed to CY. At this stage we create a link (r, a) where t = t(a). When this 
link at sg > s2 is removed, we cancel all followers m targeted at A with z and 
define v(x, s3) = yp(x, CX, sg) for p E {0,2}, and set T((Y, sg) = s3. These restraints 
are not violated by choice of s3 until we open an cu-gap (where we define 
p(x, CX, s3)). Since this gap is closed unsuccessfully at some a-stage s4 > s3, and so 
case 3, subcase 6 pertains. If case 1 of this subcase holds, then nothing has 
changed and all the f, p-computations are the same as they were at stage s3. In 
any of the other cases of subcase 6 (except case 2(e)) we get to reset p but cancel 
all followers y >x targeted for A. In case 2(e) we only lose the outer layer but 
again get to cancel. Again the cancellation procedure ensures that p gets reset 
at most x times. Of course to decide what p is reset to we need only go to the 
next a-stage exceeding s4. The whole point is that like the basic module WE[x] 
can only change between expansionary stages if W&(x, s)] does. Hence 
w;+ wf. cl 
(3.18) Variations and comments. What is really important here is closing gaps at 
a-stages and ‘confirming’ followers to define y”, y2 and p. With a little more 
care, one can combine the argument above with permitting to show: 
(3.19) Every nonzero r.e. degree has a predecessor that bounds no critical triple. 
The reader may note that what we also ensure in our construction is that for all 
x, for all functionals @ and r.e. sets W--T < A there is a recursive enumeration of 
W and @such that if @(W) is r.e. then 
{s : w,[u(@s,(ws;~))l f W+,[4@sW; x)11) cx. 
It is unclear if some condition like this on A is sufficient. It would seem to be 
related to the Mohrherr/Bickford-Mills superlow degrees (see e.g. Mohrherr [ll]) 
and the array recursive degrees of Downey-Jockusch-Stob [5]. 
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We remark here though that it is possible to use the techniques of [5] to create 
an array nonrecursive (see [5] for the definition) degree a that bounds no critical 
triple. We also remark that the degree we construct seems to be Wtt-topped in the 
sense that for all r.e. B+A, BC wttA. Thus perhaps the result is really related 
to the Wtt-structure inside deg(A). 
I cannot resist at this point including a very clever observation of Ambos-Spies 
to show that the results of Section 3 cannot be improved to construct distributive 
initial segments of R. This is because Ns is dense in R. Here is Ambos-Spies’ 
argument: 
Let a < b. By Slaman’s density theorem there exists c 1 d with a < c, d <b with 
e = c rl d. Now as the nonbranching degrees are dense (Fejer [6]), there exists a 
nonbranching degree f with e < f c c. Let g = f U d. Now as f is nonbranching and 
c, f U d > f there exists a degree b with f < b < c, f U d. Since h < c we know that 
h n d = e. As f C h c f U d we know that h U d = f U d. Therefore the degrees e, h, 
f, d, f U d give the embedding of Ns. 
Remark. The technical difference between, say, MS and Ns above is that MS 
seems to need continuous appointment of traces whereas Ns only needs a 
bounded number. This is why we can’t use the ‘layering’ technique of Section 3 
to kill Ns. 
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